N54 engine bay

The BMW N54 engine might be the best tuner engine of all timeâ€¦at least we think so. Hopefully
I can get some Toyota fans to read it so we can stir up some drama. Anyways, back to the point.
In fact, the N55 engine was slightly dialed back in an attempt to tame some of the common
engine problems of the N Be sure to read our guide on the N54 vs. This post is going to cover
the most common N54 engine problems, along with the symptoms and error codes to be able to
identify them. On top of that, I will cover general maintenance tips to reduce the possibility of
these engine problems, as well as repair and replacement options in the case that you fall
victim. We will touch on all of these in-depth, focusing on the symptoms of each problem, the
performance impact, and the repair options. If you are in the market for an N54 powered BMW
and just read that list, you are probably reconsidering your choice. It definitely did when I was
looking for my iâ€¦but the substantial difference in tune-ability between the N54 and N55 is what
brought me back. My i is a 10 years old already! And my warranty is up. But the truth of the
matter is, while some of these problems are inevitable, the majority of them are preventable.
Read on and we will cover each N54 problem. You guessed it, the N54 high pressure fuel pump
is responsible for injecting fuel into the engine. The HPFP feeds fuel through the injectors,
which directly supplies the engine with gasoline necessary for combustion. If your HPFP fails,
your engine will not get the fuel it needs to run. Sounds like a big problem? It is. Fortunately,
BMW realized that, and warrantied it for 10 years or , miles. If you own a higher mileage N54, it is
likely that you have had your HPFP replaced at one point in time. These are common codes,
certain ones might not indicate a failed HPFP such as a cylinder misfire code. This is a fantastic
question. Nor will any other performance part for that matter. I know a mentioned earlier that
most of these common issues are preventable. But I promise most of the others are. HPFP
failure seems to be related to the specific pump in your car, and is random in nature. BMW has
warrantied this part for 10 years and , miles. Hopefully you fall into this warranty. While the high
pressure fuel pump failure might sound like a disaster, Wastegate rattle is by far the worst most
common N54 engine problem. Read on to learn the symptoms of Wastegate rattle and learn how
to mitigate the chances of it happening to your N The Wastegate controls the outflow of exhaust
gases away from the turbochargers. The N54 Wastegates fail from simple wear and tear of the
engine. Over time the actuator and rods of the turbocharger wear down, resulting in rattle and
boost control issues. In this case, running higher levels of boost psi on your turbochargers will
likely increase your chances of Wastegate failure. This is because the extra boost pressure
created from these tunes puts more strain on the turbochargers, creating accelerated wear and
tear. If you are trying to run 22psi, yes this is more likely to happen. Stick to appropriate boost
levels and you will be fine. The turbochargers are warrantied for up to 10 years or 82, miles.
When you take your N54 to the dealership, they will first try to update and adjust the ECU. They
do this by readjusting the slack in the actuator arms, which will typically work for a little while,
but your car will be a ticking time bomb at this point. Replacing the turbochargers is extremely
expensive. Then you have the cost of install, etc. The N54 fuel injectors run hand in hand with
the high-pressure fuel pump we discussed earlier in this guide, so I guess it is no wonder that
these are a common N54 engine problem as well. The fuel injectors are responsible for spraying
the spark plugs and ignition coils with gasoline, so that they ignite on start-up and every
revolution thereafter. Fortunately, there are some useful preventative measures that can be
taken to reduce the likelihood of leaky fuel injectors. Read on to learn why these injectors leak,
what the symptoms are, and how to avoid this problem all together. As mentioned above, the
injectors spray the spark plugs with gasoline. Carbon naturally builds up inside the engine, but
this carbon is typically burned off when the engine is ran hard and heated up to high
temperatures. When the engine cools down, the carbon can get stuck inside the engine and
inside the injectors, causing clogging. Clogged injectors can also cause a bad fuel spray patter.
A bad spray pattern can result in the plugs either getting too soaked, or not soaked enough in
gasoline, which can create misfires, and cold-start problems. Due to the way the N54 fuel
injectors are positioned, if they leak, drips of gas will land on the spark plugs. When the
injectors leak a considerable amount, this will make the spark plugs very wet, which will in turn
make it harder for the engine to ignite the spark plug and start the engine. This will result in
difficulty starting the car, and possible misfires upon start and while driving. These symptoms
could either be the result of a leaky fuel injector, or a clogged fuel injector. If it is a clogged
injector, you can follow the maintenance steps below to help solve the problem. When it is a
leaky injector causing these symptoms, then you will likely need to replace the injectors which
is expensive. Alright, there are 3 main things you can do that will be astronomically beneficial
for your N these will help reduce the chance of your injectors getting clogged. While they will be
beneficial overall, they may not reduce the chance of your injectors leaking. Another BMW
warrantied part. The nice thing with these common BMW engine problems is that BMW actually
acknowledges it is a problem, and gives you a better warranty for it. The N54 fuel injectors are

warrantied for 10 year or , miles. If you are under warranty, BMW will try to only replace the fuel
injector that is leaking. If you have one injector leaking, it is likely more will follow soon after.
Give the dealership a little push and shove and they will replace all of them. As previously
mentioned, try the above maintenance techniques to see if the problem is only a clogged fuel
injector. If you get your engine walnut blasted and you are still experiencing this issue, then it is
probably a leaky injector. Turbocharged engines build up boost pressure psi inside the engine,
which is causes the increased power and speed associated with them. The chargepipe is a
component of the turbo system, and holds boost until it is released out of the system by the
blow off valve. BMW built their N54 chargepipes out of plastic, which is why this failure gets to
make it on our most common list. It happens a lot! The high pressure can either cause the
chargepipe to leak boost pressure which will cause a loss of horsepower , or completely crack
or pop. The chargepipe still can fail under stock boost pressures, but it is a lot less likely.
Upgrading your chargepipe is a good preventative modification. It is an easy DIY and a cheap
part. Another common area prone to problems is the N54 valve cover, and the valve cover
gasket. The gaskets on these cars are very prone to withering away and degrading over time,
which results in oil leaks, and a buildup of oil in your engine. A second common issue is the
valve cover cracking, which also results in oil leaks. Valve cover cracks are caused by heat
cycling, or the transfer of heat from the block to the cover. The covers are plastic, and therefore
are affected more by the increased heat created by turbocharged engines. A crack requires both
the cover and gasket to be replaced. In severe leaking cases, you might get a low oil light on the
dash once enough oil has leaked out. If there is a leak, you will usually see a buildup of oil
underneath. Pop the coils out and inspect them to see if they are coated in oil. If you still are
unsure, pull the plugs and look for oil on the spark plug threads, but not on the electrode the
tip. There are one of two scenarios here: you could have a simple leak from a worn down
gasket, or you could have a cracked valve cover that it causing the leaking. If you just have a
leak, you will only need to replace the gasket. If you head cover is cracked, you will need to
replace the cover and the gasket. You can guess which is more expensive! And unfortunately,
replacement is the only option. Always replace the gasket when you replace the cover. If you
read our fuel injectors section above, we touched on natural carbon buildup inside the N54
engines and how it can lead to problems with the injectors. Aside from clogging fuel injectors,
carbon buildup in the N54 can result in sluggish performance, and misfires. Carbon buildup is a
result of Direct Injection fuel systems, which as the name suggests, injects gasoline at high
pressures directly into the combustion chamber of the engine. Direct Injection systems allow
for a lot more precise fuel measurements think air to fuel ratios, etc. Direct injection shoots
gasoline into the cylinder, instead of the back of the valve. Therefore the valve and the ports do
not get cleaned by the gasoline and other detergents as they normally would. This leads to a
buildup of carbon deposits inside the valves and ports. Your best bet, if you have never done
anything to minimize carbon buildup, is to get a walnut blasting. This is the best place to start,
and then use these tips above to prevent the carbon from building back up. Once your N54 hits
roughly 45, miles, it likely has a good amount of carbon built up inside of the valves. The
easiest, most effective, and most efficient way to remove this carbon buildup is through walnut
blasting! This technique uses walnut shells, and blast theme at high pressure into your valves
to completely wipe out all of the gunk. The most common benefits are increased throttle
response, smoother idling, and overall smoother and improved performance. The water pumps
on the N54 engine are another fragile piece of equipment. The water pump is responsible for
pumping water into the radiator, in order to cool engine temperatures. Along with your engine
fan, the water pump and radiator are important parts of your cooling system. The N54 water
pumps typically fail around 70kk miles. Zach is upwards of k on his i, and still running on his
stock pump, although we blew one on our i way before 70k too. But we can probably attribute
that to Zach driving mph for a solid 15 minutes. A lot of times these pumps will fail with almost
NO warning signs! If you are lucky enough to get a warning sign or two, you will experience
something like the below. There are no quick fixes here, no easy fixes, and no cheap parts. Your
only options is to replace the water pump and suck up the cost. If you chose to, just know you
have been warned. Did you get the and have you had these problems and what was the mileage
when you purchased? Hi Tricia, these are simply the most common problems people with the
N54 experience. Thank you. I do not have compression on all of my cylindersâ€”the was
running great and then it just stop. I check the fuel at the fuel rail and it came with some force
and then it stoped. That is some good info on these 07 N54 twin turbo but i will have wait an see
what happen after i put all these new parts on and clean the intakes, an see if i get water in my
oil thanks for the Info. I got my 09 n54 i for my wife 5 years ago and decided to make it my DD
when I read up on its potential. The best advise I can give is to keep an eye on your OFH gasket
for leaks. My wife had a leak for a while and kept driving and adding oil. The leak dripped onto

the serpentine belt. It broke and the timing chain chewed it up and sucked belt bits into the
engine. Took it to Supremepower and Andrew fixed it up right. Front crank shaft. Vacuum line.
Belt Tensioner. Serpentine Belt. Upper Idler Pulley. Lower idler Pulley. Power Steering Pulley. I
have been thinking of tuning my car. I abuse my car and it takes it like a Champ. I have done a
lot of service , Just change your oil every 4, 5, miles. Thank you, this is great info. I can say that
all of the above are problems almost anyone will have before 80k miles. I just got an error code
for a boost leak, so likely the solenoids but will find out soon, perhaps the charge pipe. Sad to
say as much as I love BMWs, this will be my last one. All 5 of them had constant problems once
they hit 80k. Great info. I have a i with and under 10 years old, is it in warranty or out of
warranty? Alex â€” yes, unfortunately the warranty ends when either one of those limits has
been exceeded, so since you have broken 80, miles you are no longer under warranty. John â€”
Zach has been driving a i for a few years now and I have been driving a i for a little over a year
now. Per my message above, I had an error code for a boost leak. Thanks to your info, I
assumed it was either the charge pipe or VANOS solenoids, so I bought replacements for both
because either way, they would have needed to be replaced just about at 90k miles. Prchased
an FTP Motorsports charge pipe, very happy with the quality, made of aluminum. Original
charge pipe was in fact leaking, likely a result of adding the COBB earlier this year. Road tested
and no boost leak, but still a little rough idle and some stuttering when maxing the throttle.
VANOS solenoids will arrive today and am hoping that will resolve the issue. Per above,
everything else has been replaced. Only thing left on the list is for the turbos to go. My Radiator
fan is not working. Just got another Fan but my mechanic said there is an electric issue. Idles
perfectly, no more lag or studdering at max throttle. Final advice is this blog is right on point,
preventative maintenance is best. Before my car hit 90k all on this list except the turbos had to
be replaced and a carbon cleaning was required. Also new coil pack and spark plugs. CWater
pump left me stranded at 85k miles. Got a new one from fcp euro with lifetime warranty. Boost
solenoids replaced at the same time due to ongoing p30ff code. Pure stage 2s coming soon.
Thank you for the comment, Sdub. You are spot on about the support in the N54 community. I
did not own too many cars prior to my i, however, I can attest to the fact it is the most mod
friendly and community friendly platform I have experienced. It might be tough to find one with
an n54 under warranty still. I think BMW went to the n54 in which is a little more reliable. But not
as responsive to mods. The is is an N54 sport version of the i that was made from I drove my
car to town not a problem. Then 2 hours later turned it back on to go home and felt it spluttering
as if it wasnt getting enough fuel or something then it just got worse. I thought maybe someone
put crap in my fuel tank i run 98 bp fuel anyone know what could be wrong i 07 model. Hey Pat,
thank you for the comment and we are sorry to hear about the issues with your n Hopefully you
have ironed out the issues by now. However, it is tough to diagnose without seeing the car in
person and testing for codes. Typically, the aforementioned items have symptoms that build up
overtime but they are some common issues that frequently cause headaches with the N This is
extremely helpful, thank you for laying all of these issues out. I am considering purchasing from
my father his i 6MT with 68, miles. I am looking into his service history to determine if the car is
likely to give me a lot of trouble in the near-to-medium term. I would greatly appreciate if anyone
here could offer any insight into the potential maintenance risks with this car, given that he has
undertaken serveral costly repairs and replacements over the last couple of years. How likely is
it that these issues will not reemerge for a long time to come? Some of this work he has had
done recently includes:. April â€” Solenoid valves replaced. Thank you for the comment, P. That
is excellent that those repair jobs were previously performed. In most case-scenarios those
repairs should hold up for at least 60, miles. Its tough to place an exact number on it as there
are certainly many instances of these parts failing prior to that 60, number while there are also
plenty of examples of those parts lasting well longer. Best of luck in your decision on
purchasing the car. Zach, many thanks for your reply, that helps a lot. The car has been running
a Dinan Stage 1 Performance Software upgrade since around as well. Are there any specific
issues that might pop up that would be related to the Dinan upgrade? Im hitting , miles. I
replaced HPFP, water pump, and oil pan gasket. My 08 bmw i is at my local shop for valve
gasket and valve cover repair. Car has been overall reliable. I keep up with the maintenance. Hi
guys, I purchased a 07 n54 i today, but unfortunately, the engine start to become shaky and
engine warning light came up after a ten minute slow drive kmh. Is there any chances the ECU
is malfunctioning or the electric component or cable having problems? What should I do? N54
â€¦ what can i say â€¦â€¦ my e92 i has been by far the best car iv ever owned from the look of the
e92 to the amazing power unleashed by the n54 engine. Proper maintenence is the key to
keeping any performance engine going. Will keep mine as long as i possibly can regardless how
much it costs me to maintain and fix the thrill of driving it vastly outweighs ghe money it costs
ten times over!!!!!!!!!! Be sure to check your reservoir, hoses and your radiator for leaks that led

to low coolant levels too. Heat cycles soften and harden rubber pipes over time and then they
get weaker. So I am looking to purchase either a or a coupe either of these would be â€” So my
questions will both of these ve using the N54? And of these 2 which in you opinion is a better
vehicle overall? Does anyone know reason for low voltage at high pressure pump 8. If I
purchase a used i with 91, miles, still under warranty for some of the common problems
mentioned, do you know if I would be able to walk into any BMW dealership and request that a
problem is fixed, if 1 the car was not purchased at that dealership, and 2 I was not the original
owner? Ruben â€” the warranty remains intact regardless of how many owners the car has had
and regardless of which dealership you take it to. You should be good here! Also its a manual
and I hope it makes sense to buy it! It did already have the the High-Pressure Fuel Pump and the
water pump changed under warranty the dealership by the previous owner. Here is the list of
repairs. Has a rattling noise coming from the turbos. Also been told it needs a valve cover
replacement. They say it has DME faults too. With regards to the turbos, just because they rattle
does that mean they are destined for failure? Got a E60 i AT. I had everything changed but the
turbo is leaking oil now. If i slap a bigger single turbo do you think that the transmission will
hold on without breaking? Thank you for your comment. The ZF transmissions are pretty stout,
especially with the xHP transmission flash. A single turbo is generally easier on the AT when
compared upgraded twin turbos at similar power levels. The ST will make more power up top
and torque comes on smoother. That said, anything over roughly wtq on the AT is starting to
push the limits. Some hold up for years and others may begin slipping much sooner. Again,
things could still go wrong even at those levels. Hope this helps. Best of luck if you go the
upgraded turbo route! We had the HPFP failure at The weird thing was, when it started
chocking, the cooling fan started to blow very fast for some reason. Your email address will not
be published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment.
Notify me of follow-up comments by email. Notify me of new posts by email. Our site is
dedicated to all things BMW Tuning related. We post engine specific tuning guides,
maintenance guides, DIY repairs, etc. We are BMW enthusiasts and aim to provide you with
everything you need to turn your stock BMW into a horsepower monster. Our garage currently
includes a i, i, and i. You can say we are somewhat N54 fanatics. What is an N54 Wastegate and
Why is it Important? N54 Wastegate Rattles Symptoms Rattling noise coming from the engine
Low boost engine codes Significant loss of power Smoke coming from exhaust oil leaking from
turbo seals Why Does the Wastegate Fail? N54 Leaky or Clogged Fuel Injectors The N54 fuel
injectors run hand in hand with the high-pressure fuel pump we discussed earlier in this guide,
so I guess it is no wonder that these are a common N54 engine problem as well. Why do N54
Fuel Injectors get clogged? What are Leaky Fuel Injectors? N54 Fuel Injectors Failure
Symptoms Hard time cold starting the engine Misfires especially upon a cold start Excess oil
and gas on the spark plugs Rough engine idle These symptoms could either be the result of a
leaky fuel injector, or a clogged fuel injector. Maintenance to Avoid Fuel Injectors getting
clogged Alright, there are 3 main things you can do that will be astronomically beneficial for
your N these will help reduce the chance of your injectors getting clogged. Use an add-on
Mishimoto Oil Catch Can : aftermarket oil catch cans are the best addition to your engine when
it comes to reducing carbon buildup. They are well worth the price if the long run Run E85
Ethanol Cleaner through your fuel system occasionally. The fuel cleaner will help release the
carbon build-up in your engine and fuel injectors, and create smoother running conditions Get
your N54 Walnut Blasted: read our post on N54 walnut blasting. Walnut blasting, for lack of
better words, blasts all the carbon gunk built up in your engine away. Put your engine to work:
warm up the engine at low speeds, and then take the car onto the highway and run it for 20
minutes at rpms. The N54 Chargepipe holds boost pressure until release by the blow off valve
Turbocharged engines build up boost pressure psi inside the engine, which is causes the
increased power and speed associated with them. Why does the Chargepipe leak or crack?
Valve Cover Oil Leak Another common area prone to problems is the N54 valve cover, and the
valve cover gasket. Tuned and modified engines will not cause valve cover problems! N54 Valve
Cover Oil Leak Replacement There are one of two scenarios here: you could have a simple leak
from a worn down gasket, or you could have a cracked valve cover that it causing the leaking.
N54 Carbon Build-up If you read our fuel injectors section above, we touched on natural carbon
buildup inside the N54 engines and how it can lead to problems with the injectors. Walnut
Blasting your N54 to Remove Carbon Build-up Once your N54 hits roughly 45, miles, it likely has
a good amount of carbon built up inside of the valves. Water Pump Failure The water pumps on
the N54 engine are another fragile piece of equipment. Water Pump Replacement Options There
are no quick fixes here, no easy fixes, and no cheap parts. Thank you! Great info for our I , really
appreciate you putting this altogether it helps a lot! Are there any common check engine light
codes for the fuel injection problems? Just my 2 cents on the cooling issues for the N I own a

E90N I just put a can of walnut oil in the fuel tank and it eliminates this process. This is so
helpful I read it from time to time. Hello, Thank you for your comment. Best Regards, Zach.
Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Search the site Privacy
Policy. The BMW N54 is a twin-turbocharged straight-six petrol engine that was produced from
to The final model powered by the N54 is the E89 Z4 roadster, which was produced until The
N54 was produced alongside the naturally aspirated BMW N53 engine; both engines have direct
injection , double-VANOS variable valve timing , an open-deck engine block [4] [5] and an
electric water pump. Turbocharging is a key difference between the N54 and BMW's previous
straight-six engines. The N54 has two small low-pressure turbochargers to minimise turbo lag.
BMW's marketed the twin-turbo as "TwinPower Turbo", [10] although the term has since been
used for engines which have a single twin-scroll turbocharger. Its N55 successor uses solenoid
-type injectors, because the piezo injectors are more expensive and not reaching their full
potential to obtain the "lean burn" benefit. All versions have a bore of Applications: [19] [20]. A
variant of the N54B30 with higher peak power and torque is used in the i [21] and E92 is.
Applications: [22] [23] [24]. Applications: [25] [26]. Biturbo engine by Alpina based on the
N54B30, with upgrades including the engine control unit , oil cooler and pistons. Comparing the
Nengined E60 i with the i using a 4. Failure of the HPFP can cause the engine to suddenly stop
functioning, which has caused several near-misses on highways. On some cars, the HPFP was
replaced multiple times without resolving the issue, potentially leading to the car being
refunded under the Lemon Laws in some states. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor
vehicle engine. Archived from the original on Retrieved Retrieved 17 August Retrieved 8
December Retrieved 10 December Archived from the original on 10 March Retrieved 5 January
Retrieved 16 December Archived from the original PDF on 20 September Archived from the
original on 16 September Archived from the original on 21 September Retrieved 18 November
Archived from the original on 14 January Retrieved 4 October Hidden categories: Articles with
short description Short description is different from Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views
Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file.
Download as PDF Printable version. Production of previous model continues in parallel. Email
jeff speedtech. Places O2 sensors in ideal location to keep sensor body temps down to prolong
life and allow easy access for service. The unique configuration of the manifold, turbo,
wastegate, downpipe, and wastegate dump pipe is USPTO patent pending. Similar to our N55
manifold, we designed the N54 manifold to not sacrifice on anything. Maximum bend radii, flow
simulation, stress analysis, thermal cycling analysis. This manifold design takes an OEM
approach to making huge power. Decisions, decisions. With both T3 and T4 manifolds, you
have options. In order to create the most efficient flow path into and out of the compressor,
custom silicone tubing, combined with mandrel formed aluminum tubing is used. Stainless
steel downpipe and wastegate dump, crafted with mandrel bends, tig welds, and cnc flanges.
Clean engine bay, keeping the heat down low and out of the way, just like the factory intended.
Lots of room for a generous sized air filter important to minimize pressure delta across filter, as
small filters can create pressure drops and increased turbo bearing wear, shortening the life of
your turbo. Note - it is possible to keep the coolant overflow tank in the original location, we just
prefer moving it to give a cleaner look, and allow more airflow on the turbo side of the engine.
Please note: to keep pricing low, the N54 kits are being made in batches. Lead time is generally
2 to 4 weeks. NOTE: For all orders, if billing and shipping addresses are not the same, your
order will be canceled. All Rights Reserved. Menu 0. Ghassan Automotive wants to provide a
stress-free and convenient experience. If you need a BMW engine replacement or want to
upgrade the one you already have, Ghassan Automotive can do that for you. The process is
zero-hassle from the moment we The process is zero-hassle from the moment we pick up the
vehicle or engine to rebuilding it and returning it to you. Engines are usually in stock and ready
to ship. You must contact Ghassan Automotive before shipping is arranged. Core engines can
be shipped to Ghassan Automotive in advance. All core engines must be in a rebuildable
condition to be accepted. All payments must be made via certified funds. The engine ships as a
long block with no accessories; for more information, please call Ghassan Automotive at ;
please leave a voice mail if we miss your call. You may also email info ghassanautomotive.
Customer Reviews Based on 6 reviews Write a review. Ghassan Automotive. BMW N54 Engine.
Related Products. Order online and have your products delivered to your closest store for free.
Ghassan Automotive wants to provide a stress-free and convenient Ghassan Automotive wants
to provide a stress-free and convenient experience You will be getting a fully remanufactured
S55 engine with our All our engines include a two-year, unlimited miles, parts, and labor
warranty, our warranty can be extended Proven on the dyno with a mind-blowing WHP this
engine This engine comes rated at wheel horsepower, and yes! It does come with our two years,
unlimited miles, parts, and labor Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Nam
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Remanufactured Used For parts or not working. Any Free International Shipping. Gallery View
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search experience - opens in new window or tab. This page was last updated: Feb Number of
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options and costs. The Lang Racing N54 built motor is the perfect solution for reliability. Over
the last year we have been testing and designing parts to bring you only the best engine
components. Pair that with our state of the art machine and assembly techniques and you be
confident you have the best. One thing we pride ourselves on is race proven performance and
reliability. All of our products were designed to meet our specifications and expectations. Every
motor goes through a rigorous evaluation process to ensure the quality and reliability of your
new built motor is second to none. Before assembly each motor whether your own or a core we
supply is torn down and inspected, washed, and measured to ensure everything meets our
specifications. By default this N54 engine is built to stock specifications but upgrades are
available, inquire with us for costs to upgrade items such as:. Like our produc
wal mart radio
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ts and service, leave us a review HERE. Toggle menu Gift Certificates. Shop Shop. BMW S
BMW E30 BMW. E36 BMW. E46 BMW. Fuel Delivery. Gauges and Data Loggers. Suspension
Suspension Kits Tools and Spare parts. Porsche Porsche Porsche Porsche Porsche All
Accessories Tow Hooks Interior. You save. No reviews yet Write a Review. Current Stock:.
Quantity: Decrease Quantity: Increase Quantity:. Share This Article. Disassemble motor and
deep clean of all parts Inspection and measurement of all parts to be reused. Product Videos.
Custom Field. Add to Cart. Quick view. Choose Options. Install main girdle and torque plate

Measure main and rod bearing journals. Clean before final assembly Install rod bearings and
measure clearance File fit rings for individual cylinders as needed Install crankshaft with new
front and rear main seals Install pistons, rings, and bearings on the rods Install each assembly
into the block Check crankshaft for breakaway and rotating torque Final cleaning and
inspection.

